Narro Design Co.
CREATIVE BRANDING + MANUFACTURING HOUSE

Goods + Services
MAKE KNOWN
“creativity connects the seemingly unconnected”

PHOTOGRAPHY • CREATIVE DESIGN • WEB DEVELOPMENT
BRAND MANAGEMENT • PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
CAMPAIGN CREATION • PACKAGING • ACCESSORIES
NARRO DESIGN IS A FULL FLEDGED CREATIVE BRAND MANAGEMENT COMPANY FOCUSED ON PRODUCING UNIQUE & AUTHENTIC MEDIA THAT ULTIMATELY MAKES YOU KNOWN.

OUR CREATIVE PROCESS & LIFESTYLE APPROACH IDENTIFY WITH YOUR BRAND'S TRIBE, FUSING CONCEPTUAL IDEAS WITH TANGIBLE REALITY. WE ARTISTICALLY COMBINE A FRESH PERSPECTIVE WITH CLASSIC TASTE THROUGH NEW TECHNOLOGY & OLD WORLD PROCESS.

“creativity connects the seemingly unconnected”
brand management

TEAKOE TEA SUPPLY CO.

BRANDING, PACKAGING, CREATIVE DESIGN, PHOTOGRAPHY, COPY WRITING, WEB DEVELOPMENT + E-COMMERCE.

WWW.TEAKOE.COM
campaign development

PRODUCT LINE MARKETING

PHOTOGRAPHY + ARTWORK DIRECTION
MERCHANDISING

PHOTOGRAPHY + ARTWORK DIRECTION
MERCHANDISING
product development

MESSANGER / CARRIER BAG

BALLISTIC NYLON + GENUINE LEATHER

MODULAR BRANDING

MEDIA POUCH / REMOVABLE STRAP

REMOVEABLE SNEAKER POUCH

YKK ZIPPERS
product development

OUTERWEAR

WOOL HERRINGBONE HOODED VEST

BUTTON-UP SHIRT COAT
headwear

Fitted Twill

Snap Back

5-Panel

Screen Printed Patch

Etched Leather Patch

Corduroy
Packaging

Folding Carton Paper Box Artwork Design + Production

Aluminum Cylinders + Custom Labeling
accessories

Etched Wood

DOG TAGS

MEDALLIONS
photography

ACTION SPORTS + BRAND INTEGRATION
press hits

GRO 2014 WINTER OUTERWEAR COLLECTION

BC SURF & SPORT
X GRO DISCUSSES NEW BOARD COLLAB
HTTP://BUSINESS.TRANSWORLD.NET/181552/FEATURES/BC-SURF-SPORT-X-GRO-DISCUSSES-NEW BOARD-COLLAB/

TEAKOE CRAFT ICED TEA LAUNCH

THE GRO PROJECT & THE CARDINAL DENIM
HTTP://WWW.RAWDENIM.COM/2013/05/THE-GRO-PROJECT-MELONE-CRAFTSMANSHIP-AND-STREETWEAR/

LEGACY: CARDINAL DENIM BOOK
HTTP://WWW.THEDENVERESOTIST.COM/NEWS/LOCAL/2013/JUNE/12/CARDINAL-DENIM-BOOK- DENVERS-GRO-PROJECT

THE GRO PROJECT LAUNCHES WINTER COLLECTION AT ZUMIEZ
HTTP://BUSINESS.TRANSWORLD.NET/114893/NEWS/THE-GRO-PROJECT-LAUNCHES-WINTER-COLLECTION-AT-ZUMIEZ/?pid=34893#fetop
LET'S MAKE YOU KNOWN

FOR RATES, SERVICE INQUIRIES OR TO SCHEDULE A CREATIVE SESSION - GIVE US A SHOUT!

MATT MCDONALD  E  MATT@NARRODESIGN.COM
OWNER + CREATIVE DIRECTOR  M  303.638.1324

www.narrodesign.com

Rino Studio
2400 CURTIS ST  DENVER, CO 80205